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NOTICE
do you wish to receive future mail
about the national wildlife refuges
in alaska
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the US fish and wildlife service is in

the process of updating its master mailing
list if you did not receive and return a
recent flier requesting your address and
areas of interest write to the following

US fish and wildlife service
attnanttn bill kirk OF1011 easttudoreast tudor road
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alyeskaalyesta works with a pig readircadireadingsngs for each square halfhalf
thats over 10 feet long weighs inch of the pipeline wallwill
6600 pounds and has the when the run is completecompleted

ability to locate even minor alyeskaalyesta engineers use this
corrosion within the trans data to develop a three
alaska pipeline dimensional view ofor the pipe-

linessince 1978 alyeskaalyesta has interior and exterior
been using pigs machines condition this analytic
passed through the pipeline process indicatesareasindicates areas where
alongongwitwith ttheecrudeoiltocrude oil to abnormalities known as

clean interior wallswalk survey pipe anomalies have been detected
shape and detect corrosion by the pig the anomalies

indicate potential areas of

theme ultrasonic pig corrosioncorrosion
w116where anomalies are noted

injn 1983 alyestaalyeskaalycska began maintenance crews inspect the
looking for another kind of area of corrosion with addi-

tionalpig one which could directly ultrasonic equipment
measure the thickness of the and make whatever repairs are
walls of the pipeline in 1984 necessary the materials and
alyeskaalyesta approached the NKK equipment that accompany
corporation of japan to these maintenance crews arearc
discuss building an ultrasonic sufficient to make any repairs
pig the NKK pig began its required during on site
first commercial run at inspection
alycskasalyeswsAlyc skas pump station I11

on june 12198912.1989

NKKNKX corrosion pig isi complexlycompletely self confinedcontained amillesmilleanleinle section tool equipped
with ultrasonic transducers which directly measure the thickness of the pipe wiltwall the
complete electronics system hethe recorder indand battery arere internally housed within the
maannmnninbodybody 011ofsheoflherthetooltool thitthis pig isitis significant advancement in pilpipelineicline pigging tech
cologynologynoloyandlookand look 10 yearsyeartieyeartioto develdevelopopL this pigpi is 10 feelfeet 6 incheitonjinches tong made oftitaof titaniumgiumnium
andnd weighs 6600 pounds

the nik pig is equipped A job done wellwe
with 255 ultrasonic trans-
ducers

although the pipeline
these devices can

would have continued to
measure the thickness of the

transport oil without the help
pipeline wall by sending out of an ultrasonic pig the pig isis
sound waves and receiving the

an investment that makes
resulting echoes by monitor-

ing
good sense its one more tool

the time between echoes
that alyeskaalyesta uses to do a hard

the pig determines the
job well

thickness of the wall

for more information
finding & repairingRepaidng contact corporate affairs

theme hawsfkwsfews alyeskaalyesta pipeline service
company 18351835sS bragaw

A system in the pigs main anchorage alaska 99512
housing records thickness

on theITe job
jim baricharlcharic and dave

hackney help alyeskaalyesta main-
tain

sclerosis foundation in
the structural integrity of anchorage

the trans alaska pipeline dave hackney isis a senior
As supervisor of field and civil engineer currently

civil engineering jim haries responsible for corrosion
responsibilities include the detection along the pipeline

continuing development of dave has been an alaskan
new and better pigs jim came since 1962 and an alyeskaalyesta
to alaska in 1974 and began employee for eight years in
employment with alyestaalyeskaalyieska his spare time dave is

during pipeline construction business manager of his
jim is vice chairman church and coaches a little
0off the multiple league team in anchorage

dave hackney
jim harle
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